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ABSTRACT 

Let ),(= EVG  be a graph without isolated vertices. A set VS ⊆ is called the neighborhood total −2 dominating set 

)2( setdnt −  of a graph G if every vertex in SV −  is adjacent to at least two vertices in S  and the induced subgraph 

>)(< SN  has no isolated vertices. The minimum cardinality of a nt2d-set of G is called the neighborhood total −2

domination number of G and is denoted by )(2 Gntγ . In this paper, we characterize the graphs with 5.2=2 −+ nnt χγ  

 

KEYWORDS:  Neighborhood total domination, neighborhood total 2-domination and chromatic number. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Graphs consider in this paper are simple and connected. For a graph G, we use to denote )(GV , )(GE , 

)(G∆  and )(Gδ  for its vertex set, edge set, maximum degree and minimum degree respectively. The degree 

of a vertex v  is denoted by )(vd ,is defined as the number of edges incident on a vertex v . Clique is a 

maximam complete subgraph of a graph. For graph theoretic terminology we refer Chartrand and Lesniak [2], 
F.Harary [3]and for the fundamental concepts of domination theory we refer Haynes et.al [4]. The open 
neighborhood of v  is denoted by )(vN  and the closed neighborhood of v  is denoted by vvNvN ∪)(=][

. If VS ⊆  then )(=)( vNSN
Sv
U
∈

 and SSNSN ∪)(=][ . 

A subset S  of V  is called a dominating set if every vertex in SV −  is adjacent to at least one vertex in 

S . The minimum cardinality taken all over the minimal dominating set is called the domination number of G  
and is denoted by )(Gγ . Different types of domination parameter have been explained and studied, in[4], by 

several authors. J.Paulraj Joseph and S.Arumugam [5] introduce the concept of charecterizing of domination 
parameter with colouring parameter.A set S  of V  is called a k- dominating set if every vertex in SV −  is 

adjacent to at least k vertices in S . The minimum cardinality of a k-dominating set is called k-domination 

number of G  and is denoted by )(Gkγ . S.Arumugam and C. Sivagnanam [1] introduced the concept of 

neighborhood total domination in graphs. A dominating set S  of a graph G  without isolated vertices is called 
the neighborhood total dominating set (ntd-set) if the induced subgraph )(SN  has no isolated vertices. The 
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minimum cardinality of a ntd-set of G  is called the neighborhood total domination number of G  and is 

denoted by )(Gntγ . C.Sivagnanam [6] introduced the concept of neighborhood total 2-domination in graphs and 

characterized the graphs with 4.2)(2 −≥+ nGnt χγ  In this paper, we characterize the graphs with 

5.2=)(2 −+ nGnt χγ  

 
2  Preliminaries; 
Definition 2.1: 
 [6]A set VS ⊆ is called the neighborhood total 2-dominating set (nt2d-set) of a graph G if every vertex in 

SV −  is adjacent to at least two vertices in S  and the induced subgraph >)(< SN  has no isolated vertices. 

The minimum cardinality of a nt2d-set of G  is called the neighborhood total 2-domination number of G  and is 

denoted by )(2 Gntγ . 

 
Remark 2.1[6]: 

1.  Any setdnt −2  contains all the pendant vertices of the graph.  

2.  2=)(2 nnt Kγ , 2≥n  

 
Theorem 2.1: 

 [6]Let G  be a connected graph on 2≥n  vertices. Then nGnt ≤)(2γ  and equality holds if and only if 

G  is a star.  
 

Theorem 2.2: 

 [6]Let T  be a tree with 3≥n  vertices. Then 1=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if T  is a bistar 1)3,( −nB  

or a tree obtained from a bistar by subdividing the edge of maximum degree once.  
 

Notations. 2.4: 
Let H  be a regular graph.   

1.  )( kPH  is a graph obtained from H  by attaching an end vertex of kP  to a vertex of H . 2.  

),...,,( 21 nmmmH  denotes the graph obtained from the graph H  by attaching im  pendant edges to the 

vertex .),1( niHVvi ≤≤∈  The graph ),( 212 mmK  is called bistar and it is also denoted by ).,( 21 mmB  

3.  ),...,,(
21 nmmm PPPH  is the graph obtained from the graph H  by attaching an end vertex of 

imP  to 

the vertex iv  in .,1 niH ≤≤  

4.  )),(( mn PPuH  is the graph obtained from H  by attaching an end vertex of nP  and an end vertex of 

mP  to a vertex u  in H . 

5.  )( kmPH  is the graph obtained from H  by attaching m  times an end vertex of kP  to a vertex of 

H . 

6.  )(sPk  is the graph obtained from a path kP  by adding s  pendant edges to an end vertex of .kP  

 
7. Graphs: 

 
331, ≤≤ iGi . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

G1 G2 G4 G3 
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8. Graph 34G  is a graph YK −6  where )( 6KEY ⊂  and the edge induced subgraph of Y  is 

G5 
G6 

G8 

 G7 

G9 G11 G12 G10 

 

G13 

 
G15 

 
G14 

 
G16 

 

G21 G22 G23 G24 G25 

G26 G27 G28 G29 

G30 G31 G32 G33 

G17 

 
G18 G20 G19 
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3,11, ≤≤ sK s . 

9. Sets: 

 61,A ≤≤ ii . 

We define the following sets of graphs. 

1.  }{= 1,61 KA  

2.  (3,1,0)}(4,0,0),(3,1),(2),{= 3342 KKBPA  

3.  (2,1,0,0),(3,0,0,0),),,,()),,(((1,1,1),(2,1,0),{= 441233233333 KKPPPKPPuKKKA  

18}1,(1,0,0,0),4 ≤≤ iGC i  

4.  33}19,),(),(1,1,0,0,0,{= 25564 ≤≤ iGPKKW iA  

5.  }),({= 34265 GPKA  

6.  }.{= 76 KA  

 
3  Main Results: 
Lemma 3.1: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with 5=)( −nGχ . Then nGnt =)(2γ  if and only if .1A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let nGnt =)(2γ . Then by theorem 2.1 G is a star which gives 7=n  and hence 1,6KG ≅ . The 

converse is obvious.  
 

Lemma 3.2: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with 4=)( −nGχ . Then 1=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if .2A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let 1=)(2 −nGntγ . Since 4=)( −nGχ , G  contains a clique on 4−n  vertices or does not contains 

a clique on 4−n  vertices. Let K be a clique on 4−n  vertices in G . Let 

},,,{=)()(= 4321 vvvvKVGVS − . Then 

∪∪∪∈ 2132241,3444  , , , , , , ,{= KKKKKPKCKKAS  

(1,0,0)} , , , 34132 CeKKPK −∪ . Suppose 4>< KS ≠  and 1)( 1 ≥vd  in >< S . Let 

)(11 GEuv ∈ , )(1 KVu ∈ . If 3|| ≥K then },{=)( 21 uvGV , )(2 KVu ∈  is a setdnt −2 ofG and hence

)(2 Gntγ 2−≤ n which is a contradiction. Hence 2|=| K  and 6=n . Thus

,,,{ 4134 eKKKKAS −∪−∈ (1,0,0)}3C .Let },{=)( 21 uuKV . 

 
Case 1: 

 4=>< CS  

Let },,,,{>=< 14321 vvvvvS . Since G  is connected, without loss of generality ∈11vu )(GE , 

)(1 KVu ∈ . Then },{)( 42 vvGV −  is nt2d-set of G and hence 2)(2 −≤ nGntγ  which is a contradiction. 

 
Case 2: 

 1,3=>< KS  

Let Sv ∈1  be the center vertex of >< S . It is clear that every Svi ∈  is adjacent to atmost one vertex in 

K . 

Suppose Euv ∈11  then jv 1≠j  is not adjacent to 1u . If Euv j ∉2  for all 1≠j  then G is 

isomorphic to (3,1)B . If Euv j ∈2  for some j then },{)( 1uvGV j−  is a nt2d- set in G which is a 
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contradiction. Suppose φ=)()( 1 KVvN ∩  then without loss of generality we assume )(12 GEuv ∈ . If

φ=)()( KVvN i ∩ 2≠i  then G  is (2).4P  If φ≠∩ )()( KVvN i  for some 3=i 4  or  then 

},{)( 2 ivvGV −  is a nt2d-set of G which is a contradiction. 

 
Case 3: 

 4=>< PS  

Since G  is connected without loss of generality we assume that 2u is adjacent to any one of the vertices of

>< S . If )(12 GEvu ∈ then },,,{ 4211 vvvu  is a nt2d-set of G  which is a contradiction. If )(22 GEvu ∈  

then },,,{ 4211 vvvu  is a nt2d-set of G  which is a contradiction. 

 
Case 4: 

 22=>< KKS ∪  

Let )(, 4321 GEvvvv ∈ . If )(, 3111 GEvuvu ∈  then },,,{ 4221 vuvu  is a nt2d-set of G  which is a 

contradiction. If )(, 4111 GEvuvu ∈  then },,,{ 3221 vuvu  is a nt2d-set of G  which is a contradiction. 

 
Case 5: 

22=>< KKS ∪  

Let )(21 GEvv ∈  and )(43 GEvv ∈ . Let )(, 1413 GEuvuv ∈ . If )(11 GEuv ∈  then either 

)(22 GEuv ∈  or )(22 GEuv ∈ . If )(22 GEuv ∈  then G is isomorphic to (3,1)B . If )(22 GEuv ∈  then 

},,,{ 4321 vvvu  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. 

Let )(, 2413 GEuvuv ∈ . Without loss of generality we assume that )(11 GEuv ∈ . Then },,,{ 4321 vvvu  

is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. 
 
Case 6: 

 13=>< KPS ∪  

Let },,{ 321 vvv be the path in >< S  and 4v  be a isolated vertex in >< S . Without loss of generality 

we assume that )(41 GEvu ∈ . Suppose )(21 GEuv ∈  then 2v  cannot be adjacent to 2u . So )(12 GEuv ∈  

or )(12 GEuv ∈ . If )(12 GEuv ∈  then },,,{ 2431 uvvv  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. Hence 

)(12 GEuv ∈ . If )(23 GEuv ∈  then },,,{ 2421 uvvu  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. If 

)(13 GEuv ∈  then },,,{ 2421 uvvv  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. 

Let )(22 GEuv ∈ . Then )(, 2321 GEuvuv ∈ . If )(  1311 GEuvoruv ∈  then },,,{ 4321 vvvu  or 

},,,{ 4211 vvvu  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. Thus )(, 1311 GEuvuv ∈  and hence G is 

isomorphic to (2)4P . 

Suppose 1=)( 2ud  then 1u  is adjacent to 1v  and 3v  or 1u  is adjacent to 1v  only. If 

)(, 1311 GEuvuv ∈  then },,,{ 4221 vvuu  is a nt2d-set in G which is a contradiction. If )(11 GEuv ∈  and 

)(13 GEuv ∈  then G is isomorphic to (2)4P . 

 
Case 7: 

 4=>< KS  
Since G is connected every vertex in S  is adjacent to at least one vertex in K . If 2)( ≥ivd  for some i  

then },{}){( 21 uuvS i ∪− , )(, 21 ivNuu ∈ , is a nt2d-set of G  and hence 5)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 6≤n , 

which gives 2= KK . Since iv  is adjacent to two vertices of K  we have 3= KK  which is a contradiction. 
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Hence 1=)( ivd  for all i . Then },{ 21 uuS ∪ , ∈21 ,uu )(KV  is a nt2d-set of G, which gives 7≤n . If 

6=n  then G is either a star or a bistar. If G is a star then nGnt =)(2γ  which is a contradiction and hence G is 

a bistar. Then G is isomorphic to (3,1)B . If 7=n  then 3= KK  and hence G is isomorphic to either 

(3,1,0) (4,0,0), 33 KK . 

If G  does not contains a clique on 4−n  vertices, it can be verified that no graph exist.The converse is 
obvious.  

 
Lemma 3.3: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with 3=)( −nGχ . Then 2=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if .3A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let 2=)(2 −nGntγ . Since 3=)( −nGχ , G contains a clique on 3−n  vertices or does not contains a 

clique on 3−n  vertices. Suppose G contains a clique K on 3−n  vertices. Let 

},,{=)()(= 321 vvvKVGVS −  

 
Case 1: 

 3=>< KS  

Since G is connected, every vertex in S  is adjacent to at least one vertex in K . Let 1=)( ivd  for all i
.Then the following cases are possible,  

)(i  All the vertices of S  are adjacent to Ku ∈1  

)(ii  Any two vertices of S  are adjacent to Ku ∈1  and another vertex of S  is adjacent to Ku ∈2  

)(iii  All the vertices of S  are adjacent to distinct vertices of K . 

In the above mentioned cases 5)(2 ≤Gntγ  and hence 7.≤n  If 7=n  then 4= KK  and hence G  is 

isomorphic to either (3,0,0,0)4K  or (2,1,0,0).4K  If 6=n  then 3= KK  and hence G  is isomorphic 

to either (2,1,0)3K  or (1,1,1).3K  

Suppose 2)( 1 ≥vd , 1=)( 2vd , 1=)( 3vd . Then },{}){( 211 uuvS ∪− , )( , 121 vNuu ∈  is a 

nt2d-set of G and hence 4)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 6≤n . If 5=n  then 2= KK  and 〉∪〈 }{)( 1vKV  is a 

clique of order 3, we get a contradiction. Hence 6=n  and 3= KK . Then G is isomorphic to 

4321       GorGorGorG . 

Suppose 2)( 1 ≥vd , 2)( 2 ≥vd , 1=)( 3vd . Let φ=)()( 21 vNvN ∩ . Then },{ 21 uuS ∪ , 

)( ii vNu ∈ , is a nt2d-set of G and hence 5)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 7≤n . Since φ=)()( 21 vNvN ∩ , we have 

7=n . Hence 4= KK  and G is isomorphic to 5G . Let 1=|)()(| 21 vNvN ∩  and let 

}{=)()( 121 uvNvN ∩ . Then },,,{ 3321 vuuu , )( ),( 2312 vNuvNu ∈∈  is a nt2d-set of G. Hence 

4)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . Since 1=|)()(| 21 vNvN ∩ , we have 6=n  and hence 3= KK . Then G is 

isomorphic to 76   GorG . 

Let 2|)()(| 21 ≥∩ vNvN  and let )()(, 2121 vNvNuu ∩∈ . Then },,{ 321 vuu  is nt2d-set of G. 

Hence 3)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 5≤n  which gives 2= KK . But >},,{< 121 vuu  forms a 3K  which is a 

contradiction. 

Suppose 2)( ≥ivd , 31 ≤≤ i . Then },{}){( 211 uuvS ∪− , ),(, 121 vNuu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G. 

Hence 4)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . If 5=n  then 2= KK . But }{)( 1vKV ∪  forms a 3K  which is a 

contradiction. Hence 6=n  and 3= KK . Then SV −  is a nt2d-set of G of cardinality 23 −≠ n  which is 

a contradiction. 
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Case 2: 

 12=>< KKS ∪  

Let Evv ∈21  and 3v  be isolated in >< S . Since G is connected, without loss of generality we assume 

1v  and 3v  have neighbors in K. Let Euv ∈11 . Then },,,{ 2132 uuvv  is a nt2d-set of G and hence 6≤n . If 

4=n  then G is 4P  which is a contradiction. If 5=n  then (1,0,0,0)= 4CG . Let 6=n . Then 3= KK  

and every Svi ∈  is adjacent to atmost two vertices in S. Then G is isomorphic to )),(( 233 PPuK  or 

),,( 1233 PPPK  or iG 148 ≤≤ i . 

 
Case 3: 

 3=>< PS  

Let },,{>=< 321 vvvS . Since G is connected, at least one vertex iv  is adjacent to a vertex in K. Then

},,,{ 2131 uuvv , )()(1 KVvNu i ∩∈  is a nt2d-set of G. Hence 4)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . It is clear that 

6  5= orn . Let 5=n . Then 2= KK  and every vertex of S is adjacent to at most one vertex in K. If 

)())()(( 31 KVvNvNu ∩∪∈  then )( 2vNu ∉ . Thus by inspection G is isomorphic to either 16G  or 

(1,0,0,0)4C . Let 6=n . Then 3= KK  and every vertex of S is adjacent to at most two vertices in K. If 

1|)()(| ≤∩ KVvN i , 31 ≤≤ i , then G is isomorphic to either 10G  or 17G . Let 2=|)()(| 1 KVvN ∩  

and let },{=)()( 211 uuKVvN ∩ . Then 2v  cannot be adjacent to 1u  and 2u , also 3v  cannot be adjacent 

to any vertex of K . Hence G is isomorphic to 14G  or 18G . Let 2=|)()(| 2 KVvN ∩  and let 

},{=)()( 211 uuKVvN ∩ . Then 1v  and 3v  are adjacent to at most one vertex in K. Then G is isomorphic to 

either 4G  or 7G . 

 
Case 4: 

 3=>< CS  

Then },,,{ 2121 uuvv , )(, 21 KVuu ∈ , is a nt2d-set of G and hence 6≤n . Since 3=>< CS , we have 

2KK ≠  and 1KK ≠ . Hence 3= KK  and 6=n . If 1v  is adjacent to 1u  and 2u  in K. Then 

},,{ 213 vvu  is a nt2d-set of G. Hence every vertex in S is adjacent to at most one vertex of K. Then by inspection 

we have G is 15G . 

If G  does not contains a clique on 3−n  vertices, it can be verified that no graph exist.The converse is 
obvious.  

 
Lemma 3.4: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with 2=)( −nGχ . Then 3=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if .4A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let 3=)(2 −nGntγ . Since 2=)( −nGχ , G contains a clique of order 2−n  or 5= CG  or 

55= −+ nKCG , 6≥n . Let 5= CG . Then 33=)( 52 −≠ nCntγ  which is a contradiction. Suppose 

55= −+ nKCG , 6≥n . If 7≥n  then 32=)( 552 −≠+ − nKC nntγ  which is a contradiction. Thus 

6=n  and hence G  is a wheel graph 6W . Suppose G  contains a clique K on 2−n  vertices. Let 

},{=)()(= 21 vvKVGVS − . 

 
Case 1: 

 2=>< KS  

Suppose φ=)()( 21 vNvN ∩ . If 1=)(=)( 21 vdvd  then },,,{ 2121 uuvv , )(, 21 KVuu ∈  is a 
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nt2d-set of G . Thus 42 ≤ntγ  and hence 7≤n . If 7=n  then G  is isomorphic to )(1,1,0,0,05K . If 

6≤n  then there is no graph exists. Let 1=)( 1vd  and 2=)( 2vd  then },,{ 211 uuv , where 

Evuvu ∈2221  , , is a nt2d-set of G  and hence 3)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 6≤n . If 6=n  then G  is isomorphic 

to 19G . If 5≤n  then there is no graph exists. 

Suppose 2)( 1 ≥vd  and 2)( 2 ≥vd . Then },,{ 211 uuv  where Evuvu ∈2221 , , is a nt2d-set of G  and 

hence 3)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 6≤n . If 5≤n  then 3|)(| ≤KV  which is impossible and hence 6=n . Thus 

G  is isomorphic to 20G . 

Suppose φ≠∩ )()( 21 vNvN . Let 2|)()(| 21 ≥∩ vNvN  and let )()(, 2121 vNvNuu ∩∈ . Then

},{ 21 uu is a nt2d-set of G. Then 5=n  and hence G  is isomorphic to 21G . Let )(| 1vN 1=|)( 2vN∩ . If 

2)( 1 ≥vd  and 2)( 2 ≥vd  then },,{ 211 uuv  where Evuvu ∈2221 ,  is a nt2d-set of G  and hence 

3)(2 ≤Gntγ . Then 6≤n . If 5=n  then we get a contradiction and hence 6=n  then G  is isomorphic to 

2322   GorG . Let 1=)( 1vd  and 2)( 2 ≥vd . Then },,{ 211 uuv  where )(, 221 vNuu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G  

and hence 6≤n . If 5≤n  then there is no graph satisfy the condition. Thus 6=n  and hence G  is 

isomorphic to 2524   GorG . Let 1=)(=)( 21 vdvd  then },,,{ 2121 uuvv )(, 21 KVuu ∈  is a nt2d-set of 

G  and hence 4)(2 ≤Gntγ . Thus 7≤n . If 7=n  then G  is isomorphic to )( 25 PK . If 6≤n  then there 

is no graph exists. 
 
Case 2: 

 2=>< KS  

Since G is connected, at least one vertex of S is adjacent to a vertex in K. Suppose 2=)( 1vd  and 

1=)( 2vd . Then },,{ 221 vuu , )( 11 vNu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G. Hence 3)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . If 5=n  

then G is isomorphic to )( 33 PK . But 33=))(( 33 −≠ nPKγ  which is a contradiction. Hence 6=n  and 

4= KK . Thus G is isomorphic to 26G . Suppose 2=)( 1vd  and 2=)( 2vd . Let φ=)()( 21 vNvN ∩ . 

Then },,{ 221 vuu , )( 11 vNu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G. Hence 3)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . By similar argument we 

have 6=n  and hence G is isomorphic to 27G . If φ≠∩ )()( 21 vNvN  then by the similar argument we have 

G is isomorphic to 28G . 

Suppose 2)( 1 ≥vd  and 1=)( 2vd . Then },,{ 221 vuu , )( , 121 vNuu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G. Then 

3)(2 ≤Gntγ  and 6≤n . Then G is isomorphic to 3029   GorG . Let 2)( 1 ≥vd  and 2)( 2 ≥vd . If 

φ=)()( 21 vNvN ∩  then },,{ 121 vuu , )(, 121 vNuu ∈  is a nt2d-set of G and hence 6≤n . If 6=n  then 

G is isomorphic to 31G . If 1=|)()(| 21 vNvN ∩  then by the similar argument G is isomorphic to 

3332   GorG . If 2|)()(| 21 ≥∩ vNvN  then there is no graph.The converse is obvious.  

 
Lemma 3.5: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with 1=)( −nGχ . Then 4=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if .5A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let 4=)(2 −nGntγ . Since 1=)( −nGχ . G  contains a clique K  of order 1−n . Let 

}{=)()( vKVGV − . Then v  is adjacent to at least one vertex in K. If 1=)(vd  then },,{ 21 uuv , 

)(, 21 KVuu ∈ , is a setnt −2γ  of G. Hence 7=n . Then G is isomorphic to )( 26 PK . If 2)( ≥vd  then 

2=)(2 Gntγ  and hence 6=n . Then G is isomorphic to .34G The converse is obvious.  
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Lemma 3.6: 

 Let G  be a connected graph with nG =)(χ . Then 5=)(2 −nGntγ  if and only if .6A∈G  

 
Proof: 

 Let 5=)(2 −nGntγ . Since nG =)(χ , nKG = . But 2=)(2 nnt Kγ  which gives G  is isomorphic 

to 7K .The converse is obvious.  

The following theorem follows directly from the above lemmas. 
 
Theorem 3.1: 

 Let G  be a connected graph then 52=)()(2 −+ nGGnt χγ  if and only if i
i

G AU
6

1=

∈  

Conclusion: 
In this paper, we exhibited the graphs whose sum of neighborhood total 2-domination number and chromatic 

number is equal to 52 −n . The authors obtain the similar results for this sum, which is equal to either 62 −n  

or 72 −n  which will be reported in the subsequent paper. 
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